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The Walls of the Dharma House:

Svadharma – the Dharma Quest
Svadharma concerns our unique place or calling in life and the
corresponding activities. Before we review how we can find our
personal svadharma, I would like to remind you: You can only find
your dharma if you go about the search with the correct motivation
and attitude. Often we are influenced by contemporary consumer
society that teaches us “Wealth and fame will make you happy.”
The approach of dharma is totally different, that is, happiness comes
from being who you are and acting accordingly. The problem with
contemporary society is that everyone thinks about accumulating
instead of doing what they are meant to do. So, to tune yourself into
dharma, you need to adopt a new value system.
Now, given we want to honestly find our personal calling, we can
consider how that can be done. In general, there are two ways of
acquiring knowledge about something—one is called the ärohapanthä, the ascending path of searching for answers by one’s own
efforts and the other is the avaroha-panthä, the descending path of
receiving knowledge from a higher source (the Lord ultimately).
As the Dämodara lélä teaches, both are necessary to attain realizations—our own effort and Kåñëa’s mercy.

Approaching Svadharma by the
Äroha-Panthä
There are many ways of finding out more about your svadharma by
the äroha-method. In our seminar, we spoke about two: scouting your
talents and considering your nature with the DISC personality system.

A) Scouting Your Talents
Talents are God’s investment in us. They come from above; gifts
given to us at birth that indicate where our svadharma could lie. A
talent is something you are naturally good at doing without much
effort and something you like doing. Also, with the talent comes the

desire to express it. A talent is something we cannot imagine not
doing. In addition, svadharma is always something that corresponds
to your conscience—your inner moral compass. Thus, only a way
of utilizing your talents that doesn’t alarm your conscience can
be svadharma. These three questions can help you approach your
svadharma:
1) What do I like to do?
2) What is relatively easy for me to do?
3) Does my conscience approve?

Exercise
Remember the two intersecting circles we drew in the seminar
to answer the first two questions? In the first circle you wrote
down activities you like doing. In the second circle you wrote
what is easy for you or what you are good at. What activities
were in the intersecting area of the circles for you? Does your
conscience approve? Have any more ideas come up after the
seminar? Have you noticed other activities that lie in that
intersecting area? Are you using your main talents in Kåñëa’s
service? If not, what could you do to utilize them more?
While generally svadharma is something that we take pleasure
in doing, not all aspects of putting it into practice will necessarily be pleasurable and easy. A mother, for example, may greatly
enjoy raising her children, but not have a liking for changing
nappies. It is important not to shy away from your dharma out
of fear of the austerity and perseverance that pursuing a goal
demands. If you find some laziness or fear of effort in your
heart that is keeping you from acting according to your dharma,
put it aside! The happiness of laziness can never compare to the
happiness of following dharma.
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B) Considering Your Nature with the DISC personality system
It is so important to be engaged in Kåñëa’s service according to one’s
nature. If we try offering a service that goes against our nature, it
will feel like swimming in a river upstream. The DISC system is
a simple-to-use system whereby you can quickly understand the
nature of an individual and their certain tendencies, which include
natural strengths and character weaknesses, what motivates them,
how to communicate with them, their responses to stress and what
they will be naturally skilled at doing. You can use it to find out
more about yourself and your mentees.

Dominant // Results-focused // Direct
Motto: Ready, fire, aim
Wants: Challenge and Control // To get it done!
Asks: What?
Directing // Demanding // Determined // Decisive // Doer
Success: by how we decisively deal with challenges and problems

To understand a person’s nature using this model we simply have to
ask them if they are outgoing or reserved, take note of the answer,
and then find out if they are task or people oriented. This puts them
into one of four quadrants: D stands for dominant, I for Inspirational, S for Supportive and C for Cautious. Of course, this system is
not meant to be an exact description of every person. However, it
does give us a good place to start. Each personality type is explained
in brief in the personality grid:

Active / Outgoing

The Vedic teachings mention that everyone sees the world from
their own perspective. We don’t see the world how it is—we see it
how we are. We tend to therefore be impersonal in assuming others
are like we are. But, even in the conditioned state there is variety

and difference. “Personism” means to recognize and appreciate
that variety and to ultimately engage our differences in the Lord’s
service. This tool called the DISC system is one way in which one
can engage one’s conditioned nature by understanding what that
nature is and how it can be used as an instrument in service to Çréla
Prabhupäda’s mission.

Inspirational // Enthusiastic // Sociable
Motto: Ready, fire, talk
Wants: Recognition and Approval // To have fun
Asks: Who?
Influence // Inducing // Impressing // Interactive // Interested
in People
Success: by how we persuade others to work with us towards our own
thinking

Strengths: comfortable in leadership, problem solver, can make tough
decisions, happy to confront issues, sees change as challenge, stays
mission focused

Strengths: always available for others, inspiring to be around, spreads
positive attitude, praises others

Limitations (that others may see): Intimidating, insensitive, brusque,
impatient, intolerant, unapproachable
Best way to befriend: Show them RESPECT and RESULTS

Limitations (that others may see): Tasks fall through the cracks,
projects don’t get finished, lack organization

To motivate them: give them a project

Best way to befriend: Show them ADMIRATION and RECOGNITION

Demotivate them: telling them they cannot do something

To motivate them: tell them “you can do it”

Examples: Vince Lombardi, Norman Schwarzkopf,
	Margaret Thatcher

Demotivate them: tell them “you are boring/dull”
Examples: Muhammad Ali, Tracy Ullman, Magic Johnson,
Bill Clinton, Katie Couric

Task-oriented

People-oriented

Cautious // Accuracy-focused // Analytical

Supportive // Patient // Loyal

Motto: Ready, aim, aim, aim ...
Wants: Quality and Correctness // To get it right
Asks: Why?

Motto: Ready, ready, ready ...
Wants: Stability and Support // To get along
Asks: How?
Stable // Shy // Security-oriented // Servant // Submissive //
Specialist

Success: by how we work within rules and procedures

Success: by how we respond to the pace of environment and working
in a team

Strengths: Thorough, follows standards accurately, conscientious,
diplomatic, accurate, fair (because following the rules does that)
Limitations (that others may see): Overly concerned with perfection,
aloof, delay decisions, want more data, “fussy about minor issues”
Best way to befriend: Show them TRUST and INTEGRITY
To motivate them: tell them “I need your best thinking”
Demotivate them: tell them “you did it wrong”
Examples: Monica Seles, Spike Lee, Clint Eastwood, Mr. Spock,
Bill Gates

Passive / Reserved

Competant // Calculating // Compliant // Careful //
Contemplative

Strengths: Good team player, empathetic to others’ needs, methodical,
good listener, easy to get along with, appreciative of others, praises
Limitations (that others may see): Indecisive, indirect, resistant to
change, sometimes worn down by others’ problems
Best way to befriend: Show them FRIENDLINESS and SINCERE
	APPRECIATION
To motivate them: tell them “I need your help”
Demotivate them: tell them “I don’t like you”
Examples: Barbara Bush, Mother Teresa, Walter Payton, Tom Brokaw,
	Hugh Downs, Martina Navratilova, Gandhi and John Denver
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